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ASTRO-1 & ASTRO-2 Spacelab Missions (1990, 1995)
PAMELA – Phased Array Mirror Extendible Large Aperture






• Inductive edge sensors
• 5 kHz sample rate
• Tip/tilt/piston control via 
voice coil actuators





Segment Alignment Maintenance System 


Mauna Kea Summit – SPIE conference 2002
Solar Sailing ~ 2005
NASA Mid Level Leader Program 2010-2011





Small Satellite Attitude Control 2009-present
RS-25 Engine Test
Solid Rocket Booster Test
Space Launch System
Human Landing Systems
Smartphone Video Guidance Sensor (SVGS)
SVGS/RINGS Integration with Astrobee inside ISS
Target 2022 
Astrobee is successor ISS IVA vehicle
after SPHERES is demanifested Partnership with Florida Institute of Technology
Final Thoughts…….
• Reflections on being a supervisor (2015 – present)
• Communication skills are important
• Written
• Oral
• Don’t forget the Liberal Arts
